MURDER   IN*   MARSEILLES
French Government had issued instructions to the General
commanding French troops on the Saar border on the
measures to be taken if there were disturbances. The
French amplified this threat by adding that they would inter-
vene in response to existing obligations and to a formal
request from the Governing Commission. The Germans
replied that such an intervention would be equivalent to
another occupation of the Ruhr, would infringe Locarno, and
be an act of aggression.
In this atmosphere the British Government was instinc-
tively negative and unhelpful. The French attitude might
be ' entirely proper * but the contingencies feared were not
likely to arise—* they did not therefore propose at present to
take any special action in the matter.* Simon asserted in the
House of Commons en November 5th * that there never
has been any suggestion of the use of British troops and that
nothing of the sort was contemplated by the British Govern-
ment.* The Saar Commission had the situation in hand, was
quite equal to it and considered itself entided to call on the
aid of frontier troops if necessary. Ten days later Eden
made a statement to the same effect. In the Lords some
Opposition Peers urged that we should express our willing-
ness to dispatch troops if they were wanted, but Lord Stan-
hope, the Under-Secretary, had nothing to add. What did a
status quo regime mean? Only the League Council could
decide. It was from Laval, Barthou's successor, that the first
signs of conciliation came.
For with Barthou and Alexander died the Eastern
Locarno, and with Laval emerged a more subtle but less rigid
diplomacy from the Quai d'Orsai. Gunther has called it
* Lavaluation J; it meant in its fundamentals real, even if
short term, peace with the historic family foe over the Rhine
and with the fractious first cousin beyond the Brenner. Here
was Briand's idealism; only, Laval had in mind to give it
substance with the addition of his own Auvergnise dexterity
and persistence. If policy was to have a direction it must
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